The belief that human land use is capable of causing large-scale climatic change lies at the root of modern conservation thought and policy. The origins and popularization of this belief were deeply politicized. Alexander von Humboldt's treatment of the Lake Valencia basin in Venezuela and the desert coast of Peru as natural laboratories for observing the interaction between geophysical and cultural forces was central to this discovery, as was Humboldt's belief that European colonialism was especially destructive to the land. Humboldt's overt cultivation of disciples was critical to building the prestige of this discovery and popularizing the Humboldtian scientific program, which depended fundamentally on local observers, but willfully marginalized chorographic knowledge systems. In creating new, global forms of environmental understanding, Humboldtian science also generated new forms of ignorance.
In February 1937, at the behest of Swiss-born botanist Henri Pittier, Venezuela established its first national park in order to protect a forested swath of coastal mountains between the Caribbean Sea and the fertile Lake Valencia plain ( fig. 1 ). Over the next few years, the Venezuelan state created a forest service with twenty-five rangers at its command, established a botanical directorate to survey the biodiversity of government lands, began sponsoring Arbor Day celebrations, and signed the 1940 Hemispheric Convention on Nature Protection. Nearly all of these projects were placed under the administration of trained scientists intent on preventing the degradation of Venezuela's forests in order to protect the country's water supply. the underlying structure of the landscape. 28 These interactions underscore the significance of interpersonal contacts and companionship in both hemispheres to the early development of Humboldtian science. As we shall see, social relationships of this sort also played a vital role in its popularization.
Humboldt used a combination of these ideas and methods to make sense of the dryseason landscapes of north-central Venezuela. He tentatively concluded that the high ridges of the coastal range blocked the entry of humid air into interior valleys from the Caribbean Sea to the north and the Orinoco plain to the south. From his own experiences during the rainy season in Cumana, Humboldt had observed that rainstorms in the tropics seemed to result from local electrical processes, usually during the heat of the day, unlike in northern regions, where storms migrated from place to place. 29 These meteorological observations are critical to understanding how Humboldt arrived at his conclusions regarding Lake Valencia and human-caused climate change in the region. His belief that tropical thunderstorms form in situ enabled him to treat this lake basin and other tropical watersheds as closed systems, analogous to tropical islands, that could serve as natural laboratories for understanding the physical relationship between the air, soil, vegetation, moisture, and human agency.
On February 13, 1800, Humboldt and his associates reached the head of the Tuy Valley, then journeyed quickly west along the northern shore of Lake Valencia, before making a quick jaunt to Puerto Cabello over the coastal range, taking instrumental measurements at almost every turn. The broad inland valley occupied by Lake Valencia was the heartland of irrigated cacao, coffee, sugarcane, cotton, tobacco, and especially indigo cultivation in Venezuela. The Marques del Toro and other valley plantation owners well read in agricultural works explained to Humboldt that indigo rapidly depleted the land: "In four to five years, nothing will grow in the wasted soil One cultivates the soil like one operates a mine." Humboldt identified three possible factors that played into this wastage: American greed to make money from the land, poisonous "excrement" produced by the indigo plant, and the ill effects of clearing natural vegetation for farming, which opened the soil to the sun and eliminated the shade and moisture needed for humus to form and for oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid to nutrify plants. 30 Locals insisted that Lake Valencia had been drying up rapidly since about 1740. The Cabrera Peninsula and a long list of hills, points, and outcrops had all reputedly been islands within the past century. The previous eight years had been particularly dry, by most accounts, resulting in the appearance of three flat-topped islets in 1796 known as the Nuevas Aparecidas, which now stood a meter above the waves. Most locals considered the clear blue skies and drying of the lake basin to be a good thing, however, because they spared the valley from the deadly fever epidemics of the previous decade and created rich alluvial lands along the lakeshore. 31 Humboldt had no reason to doubt these assertions, but took a far more negative view of the situation. In his opinion, the "misconduct" of civilized society had "forcefully disturbed] nature's economy" within the lake basin to such an extent that it threatened to destroy the productivity of the region forever. After rejecting local Humboldt explicitly compared this situation to Lake Geneva, thus revealing his intellectual debt to Saussure. This explanation exemplified Humboldt's emerging obsession with "the confluence and interweaving" of geophysical, organic, and social forces. Humboldtian science came into definitive being for the first time along the receding shoreline of Lake Valencia. 32 Humboldt repeated this reasoning almost verbatim in his Personal Narrative of Travels to the Equinoctial Regions. By the time he wrote this best-selling work in the 1820s, Humboldt had come to believe that climate change of this sort was representative of a much broader tendency of European colonialism to abuse American lands and peoples: "These natural desiccations, so important to the colonial agriculture, have been eminently considerable during the last ten years [the 1790s], in which all America has suffered from great droughts." 33 Humboldt's visit to the Pacific shore of the New Continent was particularly important in convincing him of this.
GREGORY T. CUSHMAN THE ULTIMATE HUMAN-DEGRADED LANDSCAPE?
On September 18, 1802, under the watchful eyes of several Andean condors, Humboldt, his companions, and his porters began their final descent from the highlands of northern Peru after eighteen months exploring the northern Andes. He was amazed by the aridity and barrenness of Peru's coastal slope, even though it lay in the heart of the tropics. Great torrents of water had obviously flowed through its deep, bone-dry canyons, perhaps "at a time when the abundance of water was much greater around the globe." At first glance, this landscape seemed to confirm the Buffonian idea that Earth had grown progressively drier over time, and he imagined that Lower Peru had once been as green and leafy as the lowland rainforests of the Orinoco or Maranon. Humboldt was particularly interested in what appeared to be newer valleys dissecting Peru's coastal range. They were too remote from the highlands to be caused by seasonal runoff. Perhaps a massive earthquake had thrown great quantities of dust into the atmosphere and caused an enormous rainstorm. This is the sort of explanation that Georg Forster and other devotees of exhalationist meteorology might have proposed. 34 Suddenly, in the midst of the brown coastal desert, Humboldt came upon a massive stone wall of great antiquity that appeared to be defending the lowlands from highland invaders, and below that the "sad remains" of canals and aqueducts. What had become of the ancient civilization that built them? He soon found out. On September 26,1802, Humboldt finally made it to the shore of the Pacific Ocean near Trujillo. He made sure to take a sea-level barometer reading the moment he arrived at the seashore, so he could convert his barometric measurements on Chimborazo and other Andean heights into absolute measures of altitude. He also dipped a thermometer into the cold ocean surf. Humboldt and his companions soon turned their attention to the nearby ruined city of Chan Chan, the ancient capital of the Chimor Empire. Its mud-brick labyrinth, palaces, and pyramids partly fulfilled his dream of exploring Egypt. Humboldt even arranged to meet fat, burbling Chayhuac, the latest of a long line of indigenous nobles descended from the last Chimu king. The Inca Empire conquered the Chimu at the end of the fifteenth century, followed soon after by the Spanish in the 1530s. Like generations of his lineage before him, Chayhuac used gold and silver looted from the tombs of his ancient ancestors to pay his people's tribute to the Spanish. To Humboldt, Chayhuac's situation encapsulated the abusive nature of Spanish colonial rule. "A bad government destroys everything," Humboldt recorded in his journal. "Away from their own lands, Europeans are as barbarous as Turks, or more, since they are more fanatical." On the long walk south to Lima, Humboldt passed many signs of abandoned irrigation works, and he was especially struck by a barren field near the mouth of the Santa River covered with human bones, mummified body parts, and crushed skulls. He imagined this to be the site of a cataclysmic battle at the time of the Inca conquest. He wondered how green the Peruvian coast must have been before the invading Incas and Spanish destroyed the Chimu aqueduct network and cut off the thick, silt-laden water that once fertilized the Peruvian coast "like the mud of the Nile."
35 For many years, Humboldt considered the dry deserts of coastal Peru to be the ultimate /iwman-degraded landscape.
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Humboldt was even less impressed with the state of intellectual and cultural life in coastal Peru. In an acidic letter written to the governor of the highland province of Jaen, he harshly criticized the "cold egotism" of the limeiio elite and their supposed lack of patriotic interest in the glories and good government of their country: "In Lima, I learned nothing of Peru." 37 This commentary says far more about Humboldt's prejudices than it does about the status of scientific life in the capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru. Humboldt was introduced to a long list of notables during the two months he spent in Lima surrounding his observation of the transit of Mercury across the sun on November 9, 1802. This included several figures with close ties to the Sociedad Academica de Amantes del Pais, an organization dedicated to the improvement of the viceroyalty that was best known for publishing the intellectual journal Mercurio Peruano . This was one of many patriotic societies of its type, which were signature institutions of the Enlightenment within Spain's global empire. 38 In contrast to Venezuela, Lima had a long-established community with an interest in scientific pursuits. Most prominent among this group was Creole physician Hipolito Unanue (1755-1833), a native of the southern port of Arica on the edge of the Atacama Desert. Unanue is known for a host of contributions to cultural life in late colonial Peru and his leadership of the newborn Peruvian Republic during the independence wars. He was also the leading exponent of a vigorous Creole tradition of medical meteorology.
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This tradition had deep roots in Lima and many similarities to the "patriotic astrology" produced by Creole science elsewhere in the Americas. 40 It took on a far more visible form as the result of a natural disaster. On October 28,1746, one of the most destructive earthquakes of modern times struck the central coast of Peru. The Spanish viceroy responded to this crisis by appointing French astronomer Louis Godin (1704-60), a recent member of La Condamine's geodesic expedition to the equator, to chair an expert commission to plan the rebuilding of Lima. Jesuit mathematician Juan Rehr (1691-1756) received a similar call to travel 1,100 kilometers from a remote indigenous mission on the other side of the Andes to oversee the reconstruction of Jesuit properties in the capital. After spending two decades in the Amazonian wilderness, this Prague native took over from Godin as royal cosmographer and took command of rebuilding Lima's main cathedral.
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Rehr used his position to make some potent political statements regarding modern science. He firmly believed that "everyone can see clearly in the theater of nature" and publicly declared that Galileo had proven "our movement." 42 He continued the astronomical observations, astrological prognostications, and calendrical tasks that had long been required by this office. But Rehr was dissatisfied with the idea that the movements of the heavenly bodies provided a good instrument for predicting the meteorological shifts that affected local agriculture and medical practice.
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His predecessor as royal cosmographer, Creole virtuoso Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo (1663-1743), had lamented that a "rustic" could foretell rain by the sky's appearance, while he as a "doctor of astrology" found it impossible to predict one of Lima's rare rain showers or other "accidents" of nature. 44 To remedy this situation, Rehr initiated a systematic program of instrumental measurements, supplemented by qualitative observations he called "rustic astrology." In the 1756 edition of the almanac El conocimiento de los tiempos, Rehr published the first known systematic atmospheric measurements from Peru. This friar's simple act of setting up a barometer was a sure sign that the Enlightenment had arrived in Peru. 45 Rehr's research program was motivated by an intense desire to understand the local environment as part of "the workings of the world machine." His once-a-day observations with a mercury barometer informed him that the "weight of the Atmosphere" over Lima increased slightly during the winter months, leading him to speculate that ambient pressure on the body's blood vessels and soft tissues was responsible for the prevalence of strokes and paralysis during this season. His observations with an alcohol thermometer were intended to establish daily maximum and minimum temperatures so he and his successors could decide whether the climate of a particular day or season was relatively hot or cold, so physicians could prescribe appropriate treatment to their patients. 46 These records confirmed what everyone already knew to be true: the climate and weather of Lima barely varied from day to day and year to year. Rehr's successor as royal cosmographer, Cosme Bueno (1711-98) , discontinued publishing barometric measurements in 1761, since they almost never varied more than a couple of lines during the year. Barometers provided very little enlightenment to Lima's cognoscenti. But in other matters, Bueno greatly extended the environmental investigations of Rehr. Bueno was born in the countryside of northeastern Spain and immigrated to Lima at the age of nineteen, where he took up the professions of pharmacy, then medicine. He considered himself a follower of Leiden physician Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738) and his disciple, Viennese court physician Anton de Haen (1704-76). They were Europe's leading exponents of a return to Hippocratic medicine with its emphasis on airs, waters, and places, modified by the modern materialist belief that physical factors in the environment were the principal determinants of human health. Boerhaave and Haen made careful empirical observation of their patients and were among the earliest advocates of the use of the thermometer as a tool for diagnosis. 48 Bueno applied insights from Boerhaavean medicine, Stephen Hales's work on exhalations, and local wisdom to attempt to explain why the Peruvian coast almost never experiences rainstorms, but instead is watered by heavy winter mists (garua) and runoff from the Andes. 49 Bueno also made an immense contribution to geographical knowledge in South America by soliciting reports from district officials (corregidores) throughout the Viceroyalty of Peru, which he published in serialized form. Humboldt relied heavily on information of this sort, particularly when drafting his political essays criticizing Spanish rule in the Americas. 50 For Bueno, acquiring exact chorographical knowledge of the people, places, and natural resources of Peru had a vital role to play in public life-far more so than the old astrological prognostications expected of the cosmographer's office: "Honesty, . Observaciones sobre el clima de Lima (1806, 1815), but Humboldt ignored its main findings for many years.
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Hints of Humboldt's influence are scattered throughout this text, which like many Creole works from this era sought to refute Buffon's derogatory speculations about climate in the New World. Unanue recognized that Lima's environs had changed over time and that humans could change the environment for the worse. But he had no use for the notion that human abuse of the land had created Peru's peculiar coastal climate. Echoing patriotic Creoles elsewhere, Unanue believed that God's design had blessed the Peruvian Andes with "all the climates of the universe" and given coastal locales an eternal spring that made it akin to paradise.
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Unanue also had little use for the idea that tropical weather is produced in situ. In his view, the heat of the sun acted as the basic force stimulating "evaporation" from the sea, "transpiration" from all organic beings, and atmospheric electricity. The fact that Lima lies in an enclosed basin did seem to explain why the valley was particularly susceptible to fogs produced by "aqueous vapors" emanating from the ground during winter. But Unanue insisted that evaporation from the Pacific Ocean was ultimately responsible for all the rain and snow that fell in the high Andes-an idea corresponding with ancient indigenous beliefs. The coldness of these waters originated from even farther away. In the 1815 edition of Observaciones, Unanue inserted a note crediting the ocean current flowing north along the Peruvian coast for bringing "the frigidity impartfed] by the waters of Cape Horn" to the region.
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For Unanue, changes in the wind determined the variability of precipitation within the Viceroyalty of Peru and enabled distant regions to influence local climes. For example, Unanue thought that cool, "boreal" winds during the summer months, blowing regularly from the ocean to the northwest, were capable of causing winter to arrive early and bringing drought to strike the highlands, as was the case in 1799, a year in which Unanue kept a complete weather diary. On the other hand, if these northwesterlies blew irregularly, moisture carried by southeasterly winds greatly augmented summertime rains in the Sierra-and, on rare occasions, reached all the way to the coast, bringing thunderstorms to the desert.
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Unanue was mainly interested in climate phenomena because of their relevance to human health. Anomalies were therefore of special concern. The chorographical work of his forebears enabled Unanue to recognize immediately that the summer of 1791 was the hottest on record and that extreme rains and floods along the northern coast that year bore a strong resemblance to those of 1720 and 1728. 58 Unanue also noted similarities between 1791 and the summer of 1803, which culminated in one of the most spectacular weather events of his lifetime: a strong nighttime thunderstorm over Lima with bright lightning. He credited this extremely rare electrical storm with causing the immediate arrival of the winter mists, which fell in such great abundance that year that the coastal desert erupted with life. This reveals a glaring epistemological blind spot of Humboldtian science. Its obsession with average conditions made it difficult to detect and make sense of climate variability and extremes. Just one year after Humboldt walked down the Peruvian coast in 1802, disgusted by its aridity, it was wetter and greener than Unanue had ever seen it.
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On the other hand, Unanue did not possess a clear enough picture of average conditions to determine whether the climate of Lima was changing over time. The summer of 1804 in Lima was hotter than ever and caused coastal crops to flower and fruit far ahead of schedule, only to give way to one of the worst highland droughts in memory, greatly reduced water for coastal irrigation, and a severe rabies epidemic. Unanue heard that Hamburg, Paris, and Vienna also experienced anomalously warm winters in 1804. According to Buffon, the global climate was supposed to be getting cooler and drier. Unanue wondered whether the strange conditions of 1803-4 represented a reversion to the warmer, wetter "primitive order" of the past-with ominous implications for societal progress. Sharing perceptions of climate across a distance was a major difficulty for place-based knowledge systems and made it impossible for Creole meteorologists to recognize the phenomena we now associate with El Nino and La Nina as anything other than a regional curiosity.
60 (Historical climatologists now recognize 1791 and 1803 as strong El Nino years and 1801-2 as a strong La Nina.) 61 Humboldt's freedom to travel, in contrast, enabled him to see enough of the Americas to become convinced that human activities were changing the climate for the worse on a hemispheric scale. His travels to Mexico in 1803 strongly reinforced this perception. Since the catastrophic floods of 1607 and 1629, the colonial government had been working to drain Lake Texcoco and other lakes in the Valley of Mexico. By the late eighteenth century, Felipe de Zuniga y Ontiveros (1717-93), the head of the royal observatory at Tacubaya and keeper of some of Mexico's earliest meteorological records, had become aware that the climate of central Mexico was becoming noticeably drier, and food scarcities and epidemics more frequent. This pattern only seemed to get worse at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Humboldt was a bit shocked to learn that Mexico City, which had been founded on the island ruins of Tenochtitlan in 1520, was now 3.5 kilometers from the lake. In his Political Essay on New Spain, Humboldt directly blamed the conquering Spaniards' "hatred" of trees and their massive drainage works for overturning the natural order in the Valley of Mexico and converting what had been a verdant garden into a desiccated plain. He did not think it would be long before "the new continent, jealous of its independence, shall wish to dispense with the productions of old" and throw off the shackles of colonialism that had produced this disorder. The massive peasant rebellion known as the Hidalgo Revolt (1810-1)-the opening act of Mexico's wars for independence-made Humboldt look like a prophet regarding the political significance of environmental mismanagement. 
HUMBOLDTIAN DISCIPLESHIP AND THE CONFIRMATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Creole disciples of Humboldt played a central role in the creation of the Republics of Peru, Bolivia, and Gran Colombia, the last of which dissolved into Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela in 1830. These disciples also played an indispensable role in convincing the world of science that Humboldt's findings regarding the connection between climate change, colonialism, and human abuse of the land were correct.
Simon Bolivar (1783-1830), the most important military figure in the liberation of these territories, aspired to place scientific men in Humboldt's mold in prominent political positions. In 1805, Bolivar accompanied a team of explorers led by Humboldt to investigate the eruption of Vesuvius. To Humboldt's great amusement, Bolivar often sported a version of Napoleon's "legendary hat and grey frock coat" and began aspiring to follow Napoleon's example during this trip. In 1820, after establishing a strong foothold for independence forces in northern South America, Bolivar sent his second in command, Medellin-born botanist Francisco Antonio Zea (1766-1822), on a mission to Europe to seek diplomatic recognition, foreign loans, and a cadre of European-trained technocrats to help rebuild these war-torn territories. Bolivar later appointed Hipolito Unanue as his second in command within the Republic of Peru during his campaign of liberation in the southern Andes.
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On Humboldt's recommendation, Zea recruited a young Peruvian-born mining engineer, Mariano de Rivero (1798-1857), to organize this technocratic mission to Gran Colombia. Rivero was one of the first foreigners to graduate from the Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole des Mines in Paris and was one of a long line of young South Americans whom Humboldt took into his confidence. Rivero, in turn, recruited Jean-Baptiste Boussingault (1802-87), a talented French chemist who was employed at a mine that was rapidly consuming the forests of Alsace and who was eager to travel abroad. Rivero was an exemplar of the Creole intellectuals who looked to Humboldt and Europe for legitimation as they sought to build self-sufficient postcolonial states founded on white dominance in the Americas. Boussingault exemplified the European travelers and traders who descended in droves on the liberated territories of Latin America and the West of the United States to develop their mineral wealth, in the hope of converting the Western Hemisphere into a scene of industry and efficiency. provided them with a set of precision instruments so they could retrace his travels through northern South America, thereby aggrandizing his earlier work. Humboldt hoped their efforts would establish the northern Andes as a center for training additional disciples who would fan out and create a network of meteorological and magnetic observatories across this liberated continent. In return, Humboldt enthusiastically promoted Boussingault and Rivero's activities within European scientific circles.
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Rivero and Boussingault arrived at the port of La Guaira, Venezuela, on November 22,1822-again at the beginning of the dry season-and dutifully set up a meteorological observatory for hourly observations in the hotel patio. Rivero was shocked at the disorder of the region after more than a decade of war. After ascending the Silla de Caracas and exploring the ruined city of Caracas, which had been mostly destroyed by the great earthquake of 1812, they followed the Tuy Valley to Lake Valencia, where they spent several weeks exploring. They set up a meteorological observatory at Maracay, participated in the coffee and cacao harvests, observed indigo extraction, witnessed the burning of upland slopes for cattle grazing, looked for guano in the caves of San Juan, and, in Boussingault's case, began taking Spanish lessons from an attractive sehorita-all the while fearful of meeting a violent end at the hands of royalist guerillas still prowling the area.
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Rivero and Boussingault also gave close attention to the lake level and signs of environmental change in the valley since Humboldt's visit two decades before. At least initially, Rivero was of the opinion that the lake had continued to shrink.
67 From Humboldt's disparaging description, Boussingault expected the region to be desiccated and infertile, but instead was "surprised" at its verdure. Other things were different as well. The Nuevas Aparecidas had become submerged. To the consternation of locals, the north shore road around the lake, the isthmus of the Cabrera Peninsula, and lakeside fields were now frequently flooded. The town of Valencia, a bustling metropolis of 7,000 when Humboldt visited, was mostly deserted by 1823. Years later, in an often-cited article first published in the Annates de chimie et de physique in 1837, Boussingault concluded that wartime chaos and the flight of freed slaves had caused regional depopulation, leading to a marked decline in irrigated plantation agriculture and cattle grazing, which allowed reforestation by "the invasive jungle of the Tropics." The absence of human activity appeared to have alleviated the geophysical and cultural causes for this closed lake basin's desiccation, allowing the lake level to rebound.
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Boussingault's interpretation of environmental change in the Lake Valencia watershed was reinforced by the observation that the water supply to the mines of Marmato in Colombia's Cauca Province declined rapidly during the mining boom of the late 1820s as the area's forests were denuded to produce charcoal for ore smelting. Boussingault's visit to coastal Peru appeared to clinch the argument that deforestation could result in regional-scale climate change. Immediately after his famous ascent of the Ecuadorian volcano Chimborazo, where he surpassed the altitude attained by Humboldt, Boussingault made a trip to the whaling port of Paita in early 1832 to see the desert coast of Peru. Boussingault was astounded by what he saw: "The surroundings are as arid as a person could imagine; not a plant, nor a stream, sand is everywhere." According to locals, the town had not experienced a substantial rainstorm in seventeen years.
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Paita's treeless, rainless, goat-ridden wastes became Boussingault's ultimate scenario for illustrating his conclusions on the subject of deforestation and climate change. He made a definitive statement of these in his wildly popular study, Rural Economy (1843-4):
1st. That extensive destruction of forests lessens the quantity of running water in a country. 2nd. That it is impossible to say precisely whether this diminution is due to a less mean annual quantity of rain, or to more active evaporation, or to these two effects combined. 3rd. That the quantity of running water does not appear to have suffered any diminution or change in countries which know nothing of agricultural improvement. 4th. That independently of preserving running streams, by opposing an obstacle to evaporation, forests economize and regulate their flow. 5th. That agriculture established in a dry country, not covered with forests, dissipates an additional portion of its running water. 6th. That clearings of forest land of limited extent may cause the disappearance of particular springs.... 7th and lastly. That in assuming the meteorological data collected in inter-tropical countries, it may be assumed that clearing of the forests does actually diminish the mean annual quantity of rain which falls.
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For George Perkins Marsh and many other readers, Boussingault appeared to have decided the question for good, and Humboldt's efforts to advance Boussingault's career once he returned to France only reinforced this perception. Boussingault's views went on to exercise a special influence over conservation policy in Restoration France, where scientists became obsessed with determining how damage to forests during the French Revolution might have increased the intensity of droughts and floods.
71 Mariano de Rivero, meanwhile, was appointed by Bolivar as the Peruvian Republic's first minister of mines and public education and worked closely with two subsequent scientific travelers to Peru, Joseph Pentland and Johann Jakob von Tschudi, to further a number of projects Humboldt set out for them. Barabinskaja steppe of western Siberia, to the Altai Mountains on the Chinese imperial frontier, then back again to the north shore of the Caspian Sea. Humboldt blamed the progressive desiccation of the Barabinskaja plain and the great saltpans of this region on human culture, and he posited that the shrinking Caspian and Aral seas may once have been a massive arm of the Arctic Ocean. He handed out thermometers to notables he met along the way, whom he hoped to recruit as participants in his project to determine geophysical causes for the "inflexion of isothermal lines" around the globe. On his way home, Humboldt beseeched the Academy of St. Petersburg to take the next step and establish an imperial network of meteorological observatories modeled after those in the United States. In his 1831 account of these travels, Humboldt restated his opinion, backed up by citing Hales and Saussure, that the removal of forests and foliage had the effect of intensifying the climatic tendencies of this region. But Humboldt gave far more credit to the remoteness of the ocean in creating this "continental climate," which he blamed for the unstable, despotic tendencies of Asian society. Meanwhile, new temperature data from the eastern United States suggested to Humboldt that the connection between deforestation and desiccation had been overblown-a finding that opened the door for others to propose that rain would follow the plow as European settlement expanded into the dry continental interior of North America.
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Humboldt applied this interest in the climatic influence of oceans to other regions as well. He noticed the peculiar coldness of the Pacific off Peru when he first dipped his thermometer into the ocean in September 1802. 74 Stimulated by hydrographic data from Louis Isidore Duperrey's 1822-5 expedition to the region for the French navy, Humboldt began to reconsider his entire opinion regarding the geophysical causes of the aridity of the Peruvian coast. He eventually embraced Unanue's belief that a cold ocean current originating in the Antarctic powerfully influenced the coastal climate of Peru and that anomalous winds were somehow responsible for the extraordinary rains and electrical storms of 1552,1701, 1720,1728,1747,1790, and 1803. 75 Eager to promote the accomplishments of Prussian oceanography, cartographer Heinrich Berghaus (1797-1884) sought to recognize him for discovering the cold "Humboldt Current." Humboldt objected to receiving credit for discovering something long known to South American mariners. Berghaus changed the name to the "Peruvian Current" in his Physikalischer Atlas (1849-52), but retained the commentary celebrating Humboldt's role in its discovery. The first name stuck. Humboldt never credited Unanue for any insights on the subject, and he perpetuated the preposterous claim that these cold temperatures had "remained unnoticed until my visit to the shores of the Pacific." 76 This story is typical of the way place-based knowledge has become incorporated into globalist versions of modern science. We rightly celebrate Humboldt for liberating this knowledge from local obscurity. Yet in the rush to credit him with discovery, we elided Unanue from this history and forgot altogether that Humboldt once mistakenly blamed human activities for creating Peru's arid coastal climate.
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Postcolonial American scientists quickly learned that they could attain legitimacy for their own work by associating themselves with Humboldt-including in the United States.
78 Later Humboldtians also examined the connection between deforestation, agriculture, and climate change. In 1831, Italian-born military engineer Agostino Codazzi (1793-1859) took command of a chorographical commission charged with producing a detailed geographical survey of the newly independent Republic of Venezuela. As part of this work, he resurveyed the Lake Valencia basin. Colombian-born scientist Joaquin Acosta (1800-52) interpreted his work as indicating that the lake had resumed receding. Acosta had personal reasons for caring about this issue. On Boussingault's recommendation, Humboldt had taken Acosta under his wing when the state of Gran Colombia paid for Acosta to study military engineering in Paris during the late 1820s. Codazzi and Acosta both made elaborate overtures to dedicate their national maps of Venezuela and Colombia to Humboldt and receive his approval. Acosta remained close to Boussingault for the rest of his life.
79 But this did not prevent Acosta from questioning whether changes in the vegetation of the Lake Valencia basin were capable of causing the lake's recession. The postindependence boom in coffee cultivation had not denuded the landscape nearly to the extent of the indigo boom, but the valley was drying up anyway. "The question is therefore complex and requires more careful consideration," Acosta concluded in an easily overlooked footnote to Boussingault's work.
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Subsequent Humboldtians muddied the waters even more. Alfredo Jahn (1867-1940) was a Caracas-born, German-trained engineer who combined professional skill in making topographical observations with broad interests in meteorology, ethnology, and geology. From 1892 to 1895, he made the first systematic attempt to track changes in the level of Lake Valencia while working for the Great Railway of Venezuela. According to Jahn's initial survey, the lake level had fallen at least four meters from Humboldt's time-then promptly rose by 1.57 meters during his first two years of observation ( fig. 2) . Pluviometric measurements from the lake basin also showed marked annual variability. The first thirteen years of the rainfall series seemed to confirm Humboldt's old belief that the lake basin was becoming drier over time, but the record varied much more wildly thereafter. The lake level rose abruptly by four meters after bottoming out at a record low of 399.86 meters above sea level in summer 1932. This increase was roughly equal to the amount the lake was thought to have dropped between Humboldt's visit and Jahn's first measurements, and it called into question the entire belief that human altera- , 1901), 13, 109-18, 135, 184-7, 207,  210-2,425-7,432-6,488-92; Freites, "De la colonia a la republica oligdrquica" (cit. n. 18), 73-4 tions within the lake basin were responsible for general tendencies in the regional climate.
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Another self-declared "follower of Humboldt" figured out a way to accommodate this anomaly to Humboldtian orthodoxy and, in the process, sparked the modern conservation movement in Venezuela. The career of Henri Pittier (1857-1950) exemplifies the long-term impact that Humboldtian science has had on environmental management and the institutionalization of science. Pittier became obsessed with tropical forests as a young engineering student living in central Europe after reading the travels of Humboldt and similar works. In Costa Rica, he organized a classic Humboldtian institution dedicated to combined topographical, geophysical, agricultural, and ethnographical investigations. Pittier settled permanently in Venezuela in 1917 to protect his deteriorating health and received generous support from the authoritarian government of General Juan Vicente Gomez for the establishment of an agricultural experiment station at Maracay and a national museum. Pittier briefly managed Venezuela's National Astronomical and Meteorological Observatory and its network of meteorological stations, but he was run out of government service in 1933.
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Gomez died a year later, and the vast personal properties he had acquired with the nation's petrodollars returned to the ownership of the Venezuelan state. This included a huge forested tract known as Rancho Grande stretching across the mist-shrouded heights of the coastal range north of Lake Valencia. Pittier surveyed this estate for the new military government in 1935 and was horrified to see that squatters were already using the macadam highway Gomez had built through this reserve for illegal logging and farming. When Pittier reported his findings to Caracas, he chose to ignore that the region had just received record amounts of rain. Instead, he repeated the Humboldtian doctrine that deforestation, the annual burning of savanna, free-range cattle, and soil erosion had caused a general "deterioration of the climate" along Venezuela's coastal range-resulting in drier summers, irregular rainfall, and waterways that oscillated violently from raging torrents to an almost worthless trickle. If these changes continued, Pittier warned, then Venezuela's most densely populated and productive region would soon be doomed to near-constant thirst, with occasional destructive floods and landslides like those of 1934 that destroyed an opulent hotel and casino Gomez was building within Rancho Grande. Lake Valencia would turn into "a mere puddle." To reverse this disastrous trend, Pittier recommended rigidly enforcing existing laws intended to protect the country's forest and water resources, aggressively fighting forest and range fires, reforesting degraded areas important to the nation's water supply, and establishing a national system of forest reserves. To Pittier's surprise, General Eleazar Lopez Contreras promptly established Rancho Grande as Venezuela's first national park. It now protects 107,800 hectares and has been renamed Henri Pittier National Park. Humboldt's long association with these ideas went a long way toward establishing their validity with government officials. Gomez's twenty-seven-year dictatorship helped out by sweeping away most traditional forms of political organization in Venezuela, which left his successors with a great deal of latitude to generate new forms of governance-most of which had a distinct technocratic orientation.
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Later governments did even more to fulfill Pittier's vision of a verdant Venezuela. In 1944, the national government built a concrete hydroelectric dam and reservoir in the Macarao Valley, and in the mid-1960s, it planted three million exotic pine and eucalyptus trees around the lake to protect the supply of drinking water to Caracasall of which now lies at the heart of Macarao National Park (established 1973) . In 1955-6, the authoritarian government of General Marcos Perez Jimenez built a far more spectacular monument to Humboldt. On the mountains above northern Cara- cas, German engineers erected a strikingly modern, fourteen-story spire connected to the city below by aerial cable car. The Humboldt Hotel now lies within El Avila National Park (established 1958), which protects 81,000 hectares, including the lofty peak Humboldt scaled on New Year's Day 1800. Thanks to these efforts, almost five thousand square kilometers of Venezuela's coastal range lie under official protection today, including San Esteban National Park (established 1987), which protects 44,500 hectares just west of the original Rancho Grande preserve. 84 Since the late 1970s, government efforts to supply the cities and farms that surround Lake Valencia with water piped in from other watersheds have caused the lake to stop shrinking, but at the cost of severely polluting its waters with fertilizer, pesticides, and sewage. 85 More recently, scientists have figured out ways of reconstructing environmental change within the Lake Valencia watershed by sampling layers of sediment formed in the lake bottom. These indicate that Lake Valencia has been drying up, more or less continuously, for 2,500 years. Similar studies using ocean sediments and cave stalagmites have demonstrated that Humboldt visited Lake Valencia at the tail end of the driest period for the coastal range of Venezuela since the end of the last ice age. Therefore, locals had good reason to be concerned about the desiccation of the region, although they cannot be blamed for its occurrence.
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Geological investigations have established that hyperarid conditions have existed along the Peruvian coast for at least fifteen million years, and perhaps much longer.
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It is still an open question, however, whether deforestation and other human activities may have been responsible for climate change in northern South America during recent millennia. Over the past three thousand years, precipitation patterns have completely diverged from cyclic trends in solar radiation in northern Venezuela and many other regions, suggesting that human land-use patterns may be a factor in these changes. Climate simulations indicate that regional deforestation probably contributed to anomalously cool summers and autumns in the North American Midwest during the nineteenth century. Others have suggested that the regrowth of canopy forest in the tropical Americas in the wake of indigenous depopulation after 1492 may have played a role in generating the Little Ice Age, when Lake Valencia experienced its great drought. Humboldtian mode were too short to observe how a place develops over a seasonmuch less over years, decades, or centuries. Humboldt recognized this problem, and this goes a long way toward explaining why he was so eager to cultivate disciples who would follow up on his journeys and measurements, ideally by systematizing them; why he gave credence to early Spanish chronicles, in order to provide his travels with historical depth; and why he was so obsessed with calculating the averages of climatic phenomena he encountered, at the expense of ignoring extremes. These considerations motivated some of the most significant efforts to observe geophysical phenomena of the nineteenth century, including the so-called Magnetic Crusade of the 1830s-40s. 89 In the process, "climate" lost many of its qualitative, chorographical properties and came to possess a much narrower meaning as "the long average of weather in a single place." This is typically defined by quantitative measurements of temperature, precipitation, wind, and the like-even for locales where mean conditions rarely exist.
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As historian Michael Dettelbach has pointed out, Humboldt and his disciples often took this fascination with the gathering of statistics and determination of the mean one step farther to assume that the economy of nature tends toward a steady-state equilibrium-unless humanity acts to disrupt it. 91 This belief lay at the heart of the Humboldtian political critique of Spanish colonialism and the "pristine myth" to which it is so closely attached.
92 It pervaded Boussingault's outspoken belief in a "balance of nature" and may have influenced the growing predominance of the counternotion during the late nineteenth century that climate is an environmental constant, rather than something that changes over human timescales. These steady-state ideas continue to haunt the sciences of climatology, ecology, and conservation, even today. 93 Meanwhile, American Creoles such as Jefferson, Bolivar, Unanue, Rivero, and Acosta appropriated these doctrines for their own use when advocating the overthrow of European rule and celebrating their ascendance as the rightful, technocratic stewards of the land. Interestingly, their actions as builders of centralized postcolonial states sometimes proved just as debilitating to place-based traditions of environmental knowledge as Humboldt's zeal for large-scale explanations for geographical phenomena.
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On the other hand, Humboldtian ideas on these subjects were responsible for inspiring some of the world's most important institutions for the conservation of forests and preservation of wild nature. Does it matter that we no longer accept the scientific reasoning that created them? Do we have to get the science right to reap benefits from policies designed to prevent catastrophic climate change? , N.C., 2000) .
Peru, a similar group of scientists, agronomists, and engineers formed the Comite Nacional de Protection a la Naturaleza. This private advocacy group focused most of its early efforts on the protection of native forests and establishment of forest plantations, particularly along Peru's arid coast. Their efforts led directly to the creation of a government Department of National Reforestation in 1944. One committee member, oceanographer Erwin Schweigger, a Jewish refugee from Nazi Germany, later proposed using recurrent El Nino rains to try to plant trees in the coastal Sechura Desert with the hope of permanently moistening the climate of this barren, sandy waste.
2
In the United States, Russian-born forester Raphael Zon convinced the New Deal government to begin installing a massive forest shelterbelt through the heart of the Great Plains as a remedy for the 1930s Dust Bowl.
3 After an intense period of drought during the late 1940s, Josef Stalin inaugurated an even more grandiose campaign to reengineer the landscape and climate of collective farms in central Russia by using trees to wall off this valuable agricultural region from the desiccated heart of Inner Eurasia. A few years earlier, Adolf Hitler had personally canceled a wartime plan to resettle thousands of Eastern European Jews to drain the wild Pripet marshes in order to prepare the way for eventual German settlement of the Ukraine, partly out of fear that this action would permanently desiccate the region and make German-ruled lands to the west vulnerable to dust storms blowing in from the eastern steppes.
4
The widespread popularity of these plans to plant and preserve trees in order to affect the climate spanned the political spectrum. They derived from a century and a half of scientific opinion, dating back to the 1799-1802 visit by Prussian naturalist Alexander von Humboldt to northern Venezeula and coastal Peru, that human land use had caused the climate in these regions to become significantly drier over time. Humboldt believed that the progressive shrinking of Venezuela's Lake Valencia and the incredible aridity of Lower Peru provided "striking proofs of the justness" of what became the most influential dictum of scientific conservation of this epoch:
By felling the trees, that cover the tops and the sides of mountains, men in every climate prepare at once two calamities for future generations; the want of fuel, and a scarcity of water.
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It is difficult to overstate the historical significance of the supposed discovery of human-caused climate change in northern South America and its apparent confirmation by Humboldt's disciples. Conservation advocates as well known as George Perkins Marsh directly cited this work as proof that deforestation and forest regrowth had produced measurable climate change over large regions. These findings reenergized international debate, dating back to earlier centuries, over whether large-scale deforestation had caused climate change on a continental scale in places like eastern North America and central Asia. During the late nineteenth century, these findings profoundly influenced the science of forestry and forest conservation policy in places as diverse as India, Australia, the United States, and Pittier's Switzerland. 6 Related ideas continue to fuel anxieties about desertification and its possible connection to global warming. 7 One recent book even cites Humboldt's interest in "the general connections that link organic beings" as the fountainhead of American environmentalism and the modern science of ecology. 8 The idea that human activities have changed the climate has been deeply politicized for at least two hundred years. Yet we have given surprisingly little attention to the origin-much less the validity-of these deep-seated beliefs. This is especially true when it comes to evaluating the life and work of Humboldt (1769-1858)-a scientific saint of such stature that the followers of Hitler and Stalin as well as greens and gays have all used his persona to bolster their political movements. Scientists and historians continue to embrace uncritically the notion that Humboldt is the father of modern environmental thought, environmental science, and environmental movements. 9 This article will trace the history and ultimate validity of the belief that human activities caused large-scale climate change in parts of Latin America, from Humboldt's first arrival on the Venezuelan coast in 1799 to the advent of paleoclimatological techniques for reconstructing past environments in the late twentieth century. It will employ travel diaries and correspondence to produce a "thick description" of Humboldt's and his disciples' reading of desiccated landscapes in order to reveal the intellectual context and epistemological basis for this discovery and its confirmation. Most interpretations of Humboldtian science portray it as a method or program of scientific research, 10 or emphasize its political uses. 11 Few give detailed attention to its development and findings. The following account will emphasize the political motivations and social dimensions of Humboldtian science, especially Humboldt's interaction with locals during his travels, his exuberant efforts to cultivate disciples, and his disdain for Spanish colonialism. It demonstrates that the methodological preoccupation with travel and precision measurements associated with Humboldtian science served to establish patron-client relationships between Humboldt and his dis-ciples that aggrandized the scientific reputations of both parties, even as it served a technocratic political program aimed at placing enlightened, globe-trotting scientists in positions of power.
This approach reveals that Humboldtian climatology sometimes willfully marginalized or ignored other competing explanations for phenomena. 12 Unlike much of Humboldt's other work, the discovery of human-caused climate change in Latin America owed surprisingly little to local understanding and sometimes overtly flew in the face of it. 13 This is particularly apparent with regard to a vibrant Creole tradition of meteorology in late colonial Lima focused on climate anomalies and the environmental determinants of human health. The term "Creole science" is often used to refer to systematic knowledge about the natural world produced by European settlers and their American-born progeny under colonial rule. It typically incorporated a hybrid of European, indigenous, or even African-derived ideas, along with novel elements, and often focused on the interaction between race and place. Like the term "Creole" from which it derives, this term has been used promiscuously to refer to a vast array of knowledges produced in the colonial and postcolonial world.
14 This article proposes narrowing usage of the term "Creole science" to refer to a specific geopolitical context in which systematic knowledge of the natural world provided a basis for Americans of European and mixed ethnicity to assert their own authority and dominance over regional environments and their residents while living under colonial rule. This distinguishes it historically from systematic forms of knowledge primarily intended to legitimate imperial rule or to strengthen the controllers of centralized postcolonial states-phenomena better referred to as imperial science or national science, respectively. Humboldt is rightfully famous for undermining Spanish rule in the Americas, but it is vital to recognize that he often belittled Creole achievements under colonial rule as well.
The broad influence of Humboldt's views on the human causes of climate change in South America ultimately hinged on three factors: one epistemological, one social, and one political. (1) Humboldt convincingly portrayed closed lake basins and watersheds as natural laboratories for understanding the interaction between geophysical forces and human endeavors. Paleoclimatologists operating under this very assumption eventually invalidated Humboldt's conclusion that Spanish imperialism was responsible for the desiccation of Lake Valencia and other regions of South America. (2) Humboldt achieved great success at recruiting disciples loyal to his scientific program. These self-identified disciples demonstrated great skill at accommodating potentially conflicting observations to the Humboldtian episteme. (3) Humboldtian science proved to be quite useful for undermining existing forms of domination in order to replace them with new, technocratic forms of authority. In fact, it proved so useful for these purposes that many Creole scientists learned to embrace the Humboldtian program for their own ends.
THE BIRTH OF HUMBOLDTIAN SCIENCE
Humboldt and his ever-present travel companion, French botanist Aime Bonpland (1773-1858), first set foot in South America on July 16,1799, in the coastal district of Cumana in the Captaincy-General of Venezuela. They spent the second half of the year's rainy season investigating this mountainous region, following in the footsteps of Linnaean botanist Peter Lofling's expedition of 1754-6. In late November, they relocated to the province of Caracas. This was one of the up-and-coming regions of Spanish-ruled South America as an exporter of cacao, indigo, and coffee and had recently come to enjoy unimpeded access to the lucrative markets of the British and Danish Caribbean and the United States. 15 While staying in La Guiara, the province's main port, Humboldt learned that this newfound economic liberty had ominous consequences for local health. La Guiara physician Jose Herrera, a member of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, operated a small meteorological observatory where he sought to determine the relationship between changing environmental conditions and epidemic disease. He told Humboldt that yellow fever had jumped from Philadelphia to the island of Trinidad during the Great Epidemic of 1793, then over to Venezuela with the opening of free trade in 1797. Herrera also thought there was a correspondence between this outbreak and a rare tropical cyclone, which dumped rain on the region for sixty straight hours. As we shall see, these were hallmarks of the Hippocratic revival in eighteenth-century medicine. In Puerto Cabello, the main port for the Lake Valencia valley, Humboldt spent an enjoyable time with Gaspar Juliac, a physician and polymath who kept his house well adorned with birds, books, plants, animals, and mulatto girls. Juliac reported that nine thousand people had died of yellow fever in Puerto Cabello since 1793, and that the European born only needed to breathe putrid, miasmatic air in this locale to become sick and die. According to Caracas residents, winds from the south were particularly deadly because they brought miasmas from the distant swamps of the Rio Negro. It relieved Humboldt to learn that he had arrived during the dry season when more healthful airs predominated.
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At least at this juncture, Humboldt recognized the dangers of travel to new climates and the importance of extreme events in defining the climate of a place. Nevertheless, he emphatically rejected the advice of the Baron de Montesquieu and other thinkers that the safest and most productive course for an individual was to stay put in the climate of his birth.
17 For Humboldt, the act of travel provided a powerful method to test the limitations that climate supposedly imposed on an organism. His own body provided a moving laboratory and a finely calibrated set of instruments for examining these climatic boundaries. Humboldt therefore relished the "frenzy of pain" he experienced while scaling the lofty Silla de Caracas. He thought the "punishments" of scientific travel made "the thinking man ... more aware of his condition when compared to his accompanying rabble"-a group that included the capital's most notable naturalist, Capuchin friar Francisco de Andujar (1760-1817), an outspoken advocate of making science and mathematics features of study for the priesthood in Venezuela. For Humboldt, mountain climbing acted as "a wonderful balm" that "heals the wounds of the physical organism ... which shackle one's own and others' reason." According to this emerging paradigm, travel provided a means to liberate the body and the mind from inherited strictures, while attachment to place blinded a person to the true workings of nature. In his private writings, Humboldt loved making fun of Venezuelan Creoles' hesitance to travel, and he associated their resistance to looking beyond the horizon with an atavistic lack of interest in the future. Unsurprisingly, he had little good to say about Creole science in his published writings about Venezuela, with the marked exception of scientist Carlos del Pozo y Sucre (1743-1813), who operated a meteorological observatory equipped with a cabinet of electrical instruments "nearly as complete as our first scientific men in Europe possess," despite living in the country's isolated inland savanna.
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This prejudice against place-based knowledge blinded Humboldt to certain features of the Venezuelan landscape and climate-particularly those that were temporary. Humboldt was immediately struck by the apparent dryness of the central Venezuelan coast as compared to Cumana. He made special note of changes in vegetation while scaling the Silla de Caracas and explicitly blamed these changes on seasonal burning of the lower slopes by cattle ranchers, rather than natural conditions at elevation. This indicates that Humboldt was predisposed to see humans as major agents of environmental change from the moment he arrived in South America. While walking between Caracas and Lake Valencia, he was struck by wanton destruction of forests, particularly in the vicinity of a copper mine where slaves used huge quantities of charcoal for "incompetent smelting." Humans were obviously at fault for the resultant soil erosion, which was progressively covering ore-bearing strata with silt. But the "thick vegetation" of intact seasonal forests in this area also failed to impress him, because he never saw a large tree with a full branch of leaves. Humboldt speculated that their trunks were too thick to maintain good sap flow, and that their great age and size was debilitating. Locals informed him that the landscape looked like this because of the "winter calm" and lack of rain, but Humboldt kept looking for a reason to blame humans. After reaching the green fields at the head of the Tuy Valley, Humboldt still found plenty to criticize: "A great part of the [lower] valley is vacant and dry, not from drought, but because water never reaches it because it is taken up by La Victoria's coffee, sugarcane, plantains, and wheat fields that surround it."
19 Like many northern travelers before and after, Humboldt struggled mightily to make sense of the unfamiliar ways of nature in the tropics. Generations of scientific travelers-and environmental historians depending on their accounts-have allowed similar prejudices to shape their interpretation of semiarid landscapes, to the continuing detriment of our understanding of desertification. 20 Travel was an essential component of Humboldtian science, in which subjective experience produced by bodily sensations was just as important as objective measurements produced by the precision instruments Humboldt and his servants lugged with them. According to historian Ovar Lofgren, Humboldt profoundly influenced the practice of modern travel: from tourists' propensity to measure, evaluate, and describe the scenery, peoples, and situations they encounter, to the binoculars, thermometers, and other scientific knickknacks found in tourists' luggage, to the popularity of travel to southern climes. Humboldtian travel also had a social component. It enabled the traveler to attain liberation from the everyday norms of existence, to expand horizons, experience new environments, attain new levels of companionship, achieve a higher social status, even to take on a different bodily form-if only for a brief holiday. 21 Humboldt did not invent this style of travel. Journeying to the seaside, hot springs, and other healthful climes emerged as a popular pastime among Europe's leisure class during the late eighteenth century. 22 Humboldt spent the year 1790 traveling around northwestern Europe with naturalist Georg Forster (1754-94), a veteran of Captain Cook's expeditions to the Pacific. This trip directly exposed Humboldt to revolutionary movements emanating from France and to the idea that exhalations from soil, plants, and water might influence rainfall on Tahiti, St. Helena, and other tropical islands. Forster was fascinated by the relationship between climate and politics and dedicated the rest of his life to bringing revolution to the German lands. Their journey together awakened Humboldt to the possibility of traveling to South America and the Pacific Ocean. 23 Humboldt's interest in these subjects also derived from the "great climate debate" of the eighteenth century. The former superintendent of the Royal Botanical Garden in Paris, the Comte de Buffon (1707-88), had popularized the notion that Earth had once been wetter and had grown progressively drier over time as it cooled from its original molten state. Buffon seized on a report by Harvard physician Hugh Williamson to the American Philosophical Society in 1770 that forest clearance along the eastern seaboard of North America had caused the climate to become warmer and more amenable to civilization. Buffon deduced from this that Europe would be as cold as equivalent latitudes in Quebec and Labrador if their forests had not been cut, their marshes not drained, and their rivers not controlled in centuries past. (Humboldt later invented the isoline to map this exact phenomenon.) Buffon vigorously
